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Chapter 1

Introduction

This note is meant to cover parts of the syllabus in state estimation and Kalman
filter theory in the System Identification and Optimal estimation course. Syllabus
in optimal estimation is Sections 2.2,2.6.2 and 2.6.3. Section 2.1, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 is
not syllabus in this course but syllabus in a course in Advanced control theory.

Furthermore, a short introduction to and definition of the LQG controller is given.



2 Introduction



Chapter 2

State estimation and the
Kalman filter

2.1 Continuous estimator and regulator duality

It can be shown that the solution to the Linear Quadratic optimal control problem
is dual to the optimal minimum variance estimator problem, Kalman filter. This
means that if we know the solution to the LQ optimal control problem, then we
can directly write down the solution to the optimal estimator problem by using the
duality principle. However, note that the LQ optimal control problem is a topic of
a course in Advanced control theory.

The duality principle can be formulated in the following table

Regulator Estimator
A → AT

B → DT

Q → V
P → W
G → −KT

A+BG → (AT −DTKT )T

R → X
−t → t

Ṙ → −Ẋ

(2.1)

As we know from the solution of the LQ optimal control problem the Riccati equation
is solved backward in time from the final time instant, i.e. recursively from the final
value, R(t1) = S. The solution to the dual minimum variance estimator problem
is also containing a Riccati equation. The Riccati equation in the dual estimator
problem is however solved forward in time with initial values given at the start time.
This is the reason why we have specified −t in the table for the LQ control problem
and t in connection with the dual estimator problem.
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2.2 Minimum variance estimation in linear continuous
systems

Given a linear dynamic system described by

ẋ = Ax+Bu+ v, (2.2)

y = Dx+ Eu+ w, (2.3)

where v is uncorrelated white process noise with zero mean and covariance matrix
V and w is uncorrelated white measurements noise with zero mean and covariance
matrix W , i.e. such that

V = E(vvT ), (2.4)

W = E(wwT ). (2.5)

Furthermore, in this section we assume the process noise v to be uncorrelated/independent
of the measurements noise w, i.e. E(vwT ) = 0. We assume that A, B, D and E
are known model matrices. Furthermore we assume that the covariance matrices
V and W are known or specified and that the measurements vector y is measured
and given. We also assume that the matrix pair A,D is observable. Since the state
vector x is not measured it can be estimated in a so called state estimator or state
observer.

The principle of duality in connection with the solution of the Linear Quadratic (LQ)
optimal control problem can be used to find the solution to the optimal minimum
variance estimation problem.

Note that we have from the duality principle that Ṙ → dX
d(−t) = −Ẋ. using the

duality principle we have that

Ẋ = AX +XAT −XDTW−1DX + V, X(t0) given, (2.6)

which is a matrix Riccati equation which defines X. The Kalman filter gain matrix
is then given by

KT = W−1DX. (2.7)

Let us define the error between the actual state, x, and the estimated state, x̂, as
follows

∆x = x− x̂. (2.8)

It can be shown that the solution to the riccati equation, X, is the covariance matrix
of the error between x and the estimate x̂, i.e.

X = E[(x− x̂)(x− x̂)T ] = E[∆x∆xT ]. (2.9)

The state estimator is then given by

˙̂x = Ax̂+Bu+K(y − ŷ), (2.10)

ŷ = Dx̂+ Eu. (2.11)
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x̂ is the minimum variance estimate of the state vector x in the sense that X is
minimized. Note also that ŷ is the optimal prediction of the measurements vector y,
given all old outputs y and given all old input vectors u as vell as the present input
at the present time t.

The reason for that ŷ is dependent of the input u at present time t is the direct
feed through term matrix E. However E is in principle always zero for continuous
systems, but a nonzero E may be the results of some model reduction procedures.
Note also that a non zero E often is the case in discrete time systems due to sampling.

Equations (2.10) and (2.11) gives the following equation for the state estimate

˙̂x = (A−KD)x̂+ (B −KE)u+Ky, (2.12)

where the initial state estimate x̂(t0) is given.

Note that the eigenvalues of the matrix A −KD defines the stability properties of
the estimator. It make sense that K is so that A−KD is stable, i.e., all eigenvalues
in the left half of the complex plane. the reason for this is that x̂ is given from a
differential equation driven by known inputs u and known outputs y. Note also that
when A− kD is stable then the effect of wrong initial values x̂(t0) will die out when
t→∞.

Let us study the properties of the estimator by studying the excepted value of the
error in the state estimate ∆x. From the definition (2.8) we have that

∆̇x = ẋ− ˙̂x. (2.13)

Using (2.2) and (2.10) gives

∆̇x = Ax+Bu+ v − [Ax̂+Bu+K(y − ŷ)]. (2.14)

using (2.3) and (2.11) gives

∆̇x = Ax+Bu+ v − [Ax̂+Bu+K(Dx+ Eu+ w −Dx̂− Eu)], (2.15)

which gives

∆̇x = (A−KD)∆x+ v −Kw. (2.16)

The excepted value of the estimated error, ∆x, is then given by

E{∆̇x} = (A−KD)E{∆x}. (2.17)

The stability properties of the estimator can be analyzed by studying the estimation
error when t→∞.

It can be shown that the minimum variance estimator is stable. This can be argued
from the fact that the LQ optimal controller is stable (by properly choice of some
weighting matrices) and that the optimal minimum variance estimator is dual to the
LQ controller. Hence, a similar stability theorem exists for the optimal minimum
variance estimator.

In the following a different argumentation for stability will be given. Assume that v
and w is uncorrelated white noise stationary processes. Then the covariance matrices
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will be constant and positive definite, i.e., V > 0 and W > 0. Letting t → ∞ then
we have that X is a solution to the stationary algebraic matrix Riccati equation

AX +XAT −XDTW−1DX + V = 0. (2.18)

This can be written as a Lyapunov matrix equation, i.e.,

(A−KD)X +X(A−KD)T = −(V +KWKT ). (2.19)

From the discussion above it is clear that X > 0 and V + KWKT > 0. From
Lyapunovs stability theory we then know that A −KD is a stable matrix, i.e. all
eigenvalues of A−KD lies in the left half of the complex plane.

It is clear that when A−KD is a stable matrix then the excepted value is E{∆̇x} = 0.
From (2.17) we then have that 0 = (A−KD)E{∆x}. This implies that E{∆x} = 0.

Another alternative is to analyze the error from the solution of (2.17). We have

lim
t→∞

E{∆x} = lim
t→∞

[e(A−KD)(t−t0)]E{∆x(t0)} = 0, (2.20)

which is valid even if E{∆x(t0)} 6= 0.

2.3 Separation Principle: Continuous time

Theorem 2.3.1 (Separation Principle)
Given a linear continuous time combined deterministic and stochastic system

ẋ = Ax+Bu+ Cv, (2.21)

y = Dx+ w, (2.22)

where v and w is uncorrelated zero mean white noise processes with covariance
matrices V og W , respectively.

The system should be controlled such that the following performance index is min-
imized

J =
1

2
E{xT (t1)Sx(t1) +

∫ t1

t0

[xTQx+ uTPu]dt}, (2.23)

with respect to the control vector u(t) in time interval, t0 ≤ t < t1.

The solution to this stochastic optimal control problem is given by

u = G(t)x̂. (2.24)

G is the feedback gain matrix found by solving the corresponding deterministic LQ
optimal control problem where x is known, i.e., with v = 0 and w = 0 in (2.21)
and (2.22) and the same LQ objective as in (2.23). It is no need for the expectation
operator E({·} in the deterministic case. This means that G is given by

G(t) = −P−1BTR (2.25)
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where R is the unique positive definite solution to the-equation

−Ṙ = ATR+RA−RBP−1BTR+Q, R(t1) = S. (2.26)

x̂ is optimal minimum variance estimate of the state vector x. x̂ is given by the
Kalman-filter for the system, given by

˙̂x = Ax̂+Bu+K(y −Dx̂), (2.27)

with given initial state, x̂(t0), and where the Kalman filter gain matrix, K, is given
by

K(t) = XDTW−1, (2.28)

and where X is the maximum positive definite solution to the Riccati equation

Ẋ = AX +XAT −XDTW−1DX + CV CT , X(t0) = given. (2.29)

4

Often an infinite time horizon is used, i.e., t1 → ∞. This leads to the stationary
Riccati equation, i.e., putting (Ṙ = 0) and the stationary Riccati equation for X,
i.e., with Ẋ = 0 i (2.29). In this case the gain matrices G and K are constant time
invariant matrices. Note that a stationary Riccati equation are denoted an Algebraic
Riccati Equation (ARE).

2.4 Continuous LQG controller

An Linear Quadratic Gausian (LQG) controller for MIMO systems where an Linear
Quadratic (LQ) optimal feedback matrix G is used in a feedback from the minimum
variance optimal (Kalman filter) estimate, x̂, of the process/system state x. The
controller is basically of the form u = Gx̂. The LQG controller may be useful in
problems where the state vector x is not measured or available.

A short description of the LQG controller is as follows. Given a system model

ẋ = Ax+Bu, (2.30)

y = Dx, (2.31)

and the state observer

˙̂x = Ax̂+Bu+K(y − ŷ), (2.32)

ŷ = Dx̂, (2.33)

and the controller

u = Gx̂. (2.34)

An analysis of the total closed loop system with LQG controller is as follows. Note
that the analysis is valid for arbitrarily gain matrices G and K.
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The above Equations (2.30)-(2.34) gives an autonomous system[
ẋ
˙̂x

]
=

[
A BG
KD A+BG−KD

] [
x
x̂

]
. (2.35)

The stability of the total system is given by the eigenvalues of the system matrix.
For simplicity of stability analysis we study the transformed system, i.e.,[

x
x− x̂

]
=

[
x
∆x

]
=

[
I 0
I −I

] [
x
x̂

]
. (2.36)

this gives the autonomous system

[
ẋ

∆̇x

]
=

Ātc︷ ︸︸ ︷[
A+BG −BG
0 A−KD

] [
x
∆x

]
. (2.37)

because [
I 0
I −I

]−1

=

[
I 0
I −I

]
. (2.38)

As we see, the stability of the entire LQG controlled system is given by n eigenvalues
from the ”feedback” matrix A+BG and n eigenvalues from the ”estimator” matrix
A−KD. The LQG system matrix Ātc have 2n eigenvalues.

As a rule of thumb the estimator gain matrix K is ”tuned” such that the eigenvalues
of the matrix A −KD lies to the left of the eigenvalues of A + BG in the left half
part of the complex plane. Often it is stated that the time constants of the estimator
A − KD should be approximately ten times faster than the time constants of the
matrix A+BG.

If we have modeling errors then the LQG controller should be analyzed for robustnes.
It may be shown that the LQG controlled system may be unstable due to modeling
errors, and an LQG design should always be analyzed for robustness (stability) due
to perturbations (errors) in the model.

One should that an LQG controller is close to an MPC controller and the same
robustness/stability analysis due to modeling errors should be performed for any
model based controller in which an estimate x̂ is used for feedback instead of the
actual state x.

2.5 Discrete time LQG controller

2.5.1 Analysis of discrete time LQG controller

We will in this section discuss the discrete time LQG controller. We assume that
the process is described by

xk+1 = Axk +Bpuk, (2.39)

yk = Dxk. (2.40)
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The controller is of the form

uk = Gx̂k. (2.41)

where x̂k is given by the state observer

ȳk = Dx̄k (2.42)

x̂k = x̄k +K(yk − ȳk), (2.43)

x̄k+1 = Ax̂k +Buk. (2.44)

where x̄0 is given. Here x̄k is defined as the a-priori estimate of xk. Furthermore we
define x̂k as the a-posteriori estimate of xk. We assume that the feedback matrix
G is computed based on the model matrices A,B. The observer gain matrix K is
computed based on the model matrices A,D.

We see that we have a perfect model is B = Bp. If B 6= Bp then we have modeling
errors. Let us in the following study the entire closed loop system. Putting (2.41)
into (2.39) and (2.44) and we obtain

xk+1 = Axk +BpGx̂k, (2.45)

x̄k+1 = (A+BG)x̂k. (2.46)

We may now eliminate x̂k from (2.45) and (2.46) by using (2.43).

xk+1 = (A+BpGKD)xk +BpG(I −KD)x̄k, (2.47)

x̄k+1 = (A+BG)KDxk + (A+BG)(I −KD)x̄k. (2.48)

This means that we have an autonomous system

[
xk+1

x̄k+1

]
=

Atd︷ ︸︸ ︷[
A+BpGKD BpG(I −KD)
(A+BG)KD (A+BG)(I −KD)

] [
xk
x̄k

]
. (2.49)

The entire system is stable if the 2n eigenvalues of the matrix Atd is located inside
the unit circle in the complex plane. Let us use the transformation (2.36). This
gives

[
xk+1

xk+1 − x̄k+1

]
=

Ātd︷ ︸︸ ︷[
A+BpG −BpG(I −KD)
(Bp −B)G A−AKD − (Bp −B)G(I −KD)

] [
xk
xk − x̄k

]
.(2.50)

In case of a perfect model, i.e., B = Bp, we se that the eigenvalues of the total
system is given by the n eigenvalues of the matrix A+BG and the n egenvalues of
the observer system matrix A−AKD.

This also means that in case of modeling errors we have to check the eigenval-
ues/poles of the system matrix for the entire system, i.e., Ātd for different cases of
model errors Bp.

Note also that a rule of thumb is that the eigenvalues of the observer matrix A−AKD
should be ten times faster than the eigenvalues of the controller feedback matrix
A+BG.
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2.6 The discrete Kalman filter

2.6.1 Innovation formulation of the Kalman filter

Given a process

xk+1 = Axk +Buk + vk, (2.51)

yk = Dxk + wk, (2.52)

where vk is white process noise and wk is white measurements noise with known
covariance matrices.

First, let us present the apriori-aposteriori formulation of the discrete time optimal
minimum variance Kalman filter as follows

ȳk = Dx̄k (2.53)

x̂k = x̄k +K(yk − ȳk), (2.54)

x̄k+1 = Ax̂k +Buk. (2.55)

where x̄0 is a given initial value for the apriori or predicted state estimate. Here, x̄k is
defined as the apriori or predicted state estimate of the state vector xk. Furthermore,
x̂k is defined as the aposteriori state estimate of xk. The apriori-aposteriori Kalman
filter is further discussed in Section 2.6.3.

Note that x̂k can be eliminated from the estimator equation (2.55), i.e. an equivalent
estimator for the predicted state x̄k is given by

ȳk = Dx̄k, (2.56)

x̄k+1 = Ax̄k +Buk + K̃(yk − ȳk). (2.57)

= (A− K̃D)x̄k +Buk + K̃yk, (2.58)

where

K̃ = AK. (2.59)

It is the apriori estimate, x̄k which is the essential state in the estimator. x̄k is also
referred to as the predicted state.

The dynamics of the estimator is in this case described by the eigenvalues of the
matrix A− K̃D = A− AKD. the estimator given by (2.56)-(2.57) above gives the
optimal one step ahead prediction ȳk of the output yk. This formulation is used if
we only want to compute the prediction of the output yk. As a rule of thumb we
may say that K̃ = AK is the Kalman filter gain for the prediction of yk and for
computing the predicted state x̄k.

Note also that if we are using yk = ȳk + εk where the predicted output is given by
ȳk = Dx̄k then we obtain the innovations formulation of the Kalman filter, i.e.,

x̄k+1 = Ax̄k +Buk + K̃εk, (2.60)

yk = Dx̄k + εk, (2.61)
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where εk = yk − ȳk is the innovations process.

Notice that the optimal Kalman filter gain K̃ is such that the innovations process
εk is white noise.

This means that K̃ = AK is the kalman filter gain in the innovations formulation
(2.60)-(2.61) and K is the Kalman filter gain in the apriori-aposteriori formulation
(2.42)-(2.44) of the Kalman filter.

Note that the above equations easily is extended to be valid for a proper system in
which yk = Dx̄k + Euk + εk.

2.6.2 Development of the Kalman filter on innovations form

Given a process

xk+1 = Axk + vk, (2.62)

yk = Dxk + wk, (2.63)

where vk is white process noise and wk is white measurements noise with covariance
matrices given by

E(

[
vk
wk

] [
vk
wk

]T
) =

[
V R12

RT
12 W

]
(2.64)

The Kalman filter on innovations form is then given by

x̄k+1 = Ax̄k + K̃εk, (2.65)

yk = Dx̄k + εk. (2.66)

Note that the Kalman filter gain K̃ in the innovations formulation is related to the
Kalman filter gain K in the apriori-aposteriori formulation as K̃ = AK.

When analyzing the Kalman filter the estimating error ∆xk = xk − x̄k is of great
importance. The equations for the estimating errors are obtained from the above
equations. i.e. from the process model and the Kalman filter above, i.e.,

∆xk+1 = A∆xk + vk − K̃εk, (2.67)

εk = D∆xk + wk, (2.68)

∆xk = xk − x̄k. (2.69)

The equations for the estimating error are to be used in the following discussions.

Equation for computing K̃ in the predictor

The development which is given here is based on the fact that the innovations process
εk is white noise when the optimal Kalman filter gain K̃ is used in the filter. Since εk
is white it is independent and uncorrelated with the estimation error ∆xk+1. Hence,
by demanding

E(∆xk+1ε
T
k ) = 0, (2.70)
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then we can derive an expression for K̃. We have that

∆xk+1ε
T
k = (A∆xk + vk − K̃εk)εTk

= A∆xkε
T
k + vkε

T
k − K̃εkεTk

= A∆xk(∆xTkD
T + wT

k ) + vk(∆xTkD
T + wT

k )−KεkεTk . (2.71)

Using this in (2.70) gives

E(A∆xk∆xTkD
T + vkw

T
k − K̃εkεTk ) = 0, (2.72)

where we have used that E(∆xkv
T
k ) = 0 and E(∆xkw

T
k ) = 0. We have then obtained

an equation

AXDT +R12 − K̃∆ = 0, (2.73)

where

∆ = E(εkε
T
k ) = DXDT +W. (2.74)

This gives the following expression for the Kalman filter gain

K̃ = (AXDT +R12)(DXDT +W )−1. (2.75)

This is the equation for th Kalman filter gain in the innovations formulation of the
Kalman filter. We now have to find an expression for the covariance matrix of the
estimation error, X = E(∆xk∆xTk ). It can be shown that X is given as the solution
of a matrix Riccati equation.

Equation for computing X = E(∆xk∆xT
k )

The derivation of the riccati equation for computing the covariance matrix X is
based that we under stationary conditions have that

E(∆xk+1∆xTk+1) = E(∆xk∆xTk ) = X. (2.76)

From equations (2.67) and (2.68) we have that

∆xk+1 = A∆xk + vk − K̃
εk︷ ︸︸ ︷

(D∆xk + wk), (2.77)

which gives

∆xk+1 = (A− K̃D)∆xk + vk − K̃wk. (2.78)

we have that the estimation error ∆xk is uncorrelated with the white noise processes
vk and wk. We then have that

∆xk+1∆xTk+1 = [(A− K̃D)∆xk + vk − K̃wk][(A− K̃D)∆xk + vk − K̃wk]T

= (A− K̃D)∆xk∆xTk (A− K̃D)T + (vk − K̃wk)(vk − K̃wk)T

= (A− K̃D)∆xk∆xTk (A− K̃D)T + vkv
T
k − vkwT

k K̃
T

− K̃(vkw
T
k )T + K̃wkw

T
k K̃

T . (2.79)
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Using the mean operator E(·) on both sides of the equal sign gives

X = (A− K̃D)X(A− K̃D)T + V −R12K̃
T − K̃RT

12 + K̃WK̃T , (2.80)

which also can be written as follows

X = (A− K̃D)X(A− K̃D)T +
[
I K̃

] [ V R12

RT
12 W

] [
I K̃

]T
. (2.81)

Note that (2.80) and (2.81) is a discrete matrix Lyapunov equation in X when K̃ is
given. A Lyapunov equation is a linear equation. The Lyapunov equation can e.g.
simply be solved by using the MATLAB control system toolbox function dlyap. By
substituting the expression for the Kalman filter gain K̃ given by (2.75) into (2.81)
gives the discrete Riccati equation for computing the covariance matrix X, i.e.,

X = AXAT + V − K̃(AXDT +R12)T

= AXAT + V − (AXDT +R12)(DXDT +W )−1(AXDT +R12)T .

(2.82)

The stationar Riccati equation can simply be solved for X by iterating (2.82) until
convergence. Another elegant method is to iterate both (2.75) and (2.80) until
convergence and computing both K̃ and X at the same time. this is illustrated and
implemented in the MATLAB function dlqe2.m.

function [K,X,itnum]=dlqe2(A,C,D,V,W,R12);

% DLQE2

% [K,X]=dlqe2(A,C,D,V,W,R12);

% This function computes the Kalman gain K in the Kalman filter on

% innovations form, and the covariance matrix X of the estimation

% error, i.e. the error between the state and the predicted state.

X=C*V*C’; % Initial covariance matrix.

K=(A*X*D’+R12)*pinv(D*X*D’+W); % The corresponding Kalman gain.

it=100; % Maximum number of iterations.

Tol=1e-8; % Tolerance for norm(X(i)-X(i-1)).

Xold=X*0; % Iterate for the solution X of

for i=1:it; % the discrete Riccati equation.

K=(A*X*D’+R12)*pinv(D*X*D’+W);

AKD=A-K*D;

X=AKD*X*AKD’+V-R12*K’-K*R12’+K*W*K’;

if norm(X-Xold) <= Tol

itnum=i;

break

end

Xold=X;

end

K=(A*X*D’+R12)*pinv(D*X*D’+W);
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2.6.3 Derivation of the Kalman filter on apriori-aposteriori form

Given a process

xk+1 = Axk + vk, (2.83)

yk = Dxk + wk, (2.84)

where vk is white process noise and wk is white measurements noise with covariance
matrices given by

E(

[
vk
wk

] [
vk
wk

]T
) =

[
V R12

RT
12 W

]
. (2.85)

We here note that the process noise vk may be correlated with the measurements
noise wk, i.e. E(vkw

T
k ) = R12.

The kalman filter on apriori-aposteriori form is basically used when we are out for
the optimal state estimate of xk. The filter is of the form

ȳk = Dx̄k (2.86)

x̂k = x̄k +K(yk − ȳk), (2.87)

x̄k+1 = Ax̂k +R12∆−1(yk − ȳ), (2.88)

where the initial predicted state x̄0 is given or specified. Here x̄k is defined as
the apriori state estimate of xk. the estimate x̄k is also often referred to as the
predicted state. Furthermore we define x̂k as the aposteriori state estimate of xk.
Apriori means known in advance, and aposteriori means the new information which
is obtained by the updating in (2.87), i.e., by using the apriori information and the
new information in the measurement yk. The reason for that the state estimate is
divided into two parts x̄k and x̂k is mainly because the system is discrete time, e.g.
because of sampling.

The kalman filter gain K in the filter given by (2.86)-(2.88) above is given by

Kk = X̄kD
T (DX̄kD

T +W )−1, (2.89)

X̂k = (I −KkD)X̄k(I −KkD)T +KkWKT
k , (2.90)

X̄k+1 = AX̂kA
T + V + Zk, (2.91)

where

Zk = −R12∆−1RT
12 −AKkR

T
12 −R12K

T
k A

T . (2.92)

Note that (2.91) contain an extra term given by Zk when the process and measure-
ments noise is correlated, this term is not present when R12 = 0, which usually is
the case.

In order to start the filter process we need an initial value for the covariance matrix
X̄0, i.e. when we look at the filter at time k = 0. Note that the covariance matrices
are defined as follows

X̄k = E((xk − x̄k)(xk − x̄k)T ), (2.93)

X̂k = E((xk − x̂k)(xk − x̂k)T ). (2.94)
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Note that when the system is time invariant, i.e. when the system matrices A and D
and the noise covariance matrices V , W og R12 are constant matrices, then the filter
will be stationary and we will have that X̄k+1 = X̄k = X̄ and Kk = K are constant
matrices. Note also that (2.90) can be expressed as the following alternative

X̂k = X̄k −KkDX̄k. (2.95)

However, Equation (2.90) is to be preferred of numerical reasons due to the fact that
all terms in (2.90) are symmetric and positive semidefinite. Hence, it is of higher
probability that the final computed results is symmetric and positive semidefinite
by using (2.90). The final computed covariance matrix X̂ should be symmetric and
positive semidefinite, i.e. symmetric and X̂ ≥ 0

Equation for computing Kk in the filter

The derivation of the Kalman filter gain matrix presented in this section is based
on the fact that when Kk is the optimal minimum variance filter gain, then the
innovations process, εk, is white noise and uncorrelated with the state deviation
variables ∆x̄k+1 = xk+1 − x̄k+1 as well as ∆x̂k = xk − x̂k, i.e.,

E(∆x̄k+1ε
T
k ) = E((xk+1 − x̄k+1)εTk )

= E((Axk + vk −Ax̂k)εTk ) = AE(∆x̂kε
T
k ) = 0 , (2.96)

since E(vkε
T
k ) = 0

In this section we will derive an expression for the stationary Kalman filter gain, K,
from the equation

E(∆x̂kε
T
k ) = 0. (2.97)

We take the updating given by (2.87) as the starting point and write

∆x̂k = xk − x̂k = xk − x̄k −Kεk = ∆x̄k −Kεk. (2.98)

Post multiplication with εTk = (yk − ȳk)T = (D(xk − x̄k) + wk)T gives

∆x̂kε
T
k =

(xk − x̂k)((xk − x̄k)TDT + wT
k ) = (xk − x̄k)((xk − x̄k)TDT + wT

k )−KεkεTk .
(2.99)

Using the mean operator E(·) on both sides of the equal sign in (2.99) gives

0 = X̄DT −KE(εkε
T
k ),

(2.100)

because

E((xk − x̂k)εTk = 0, (2.101)

E((xk − x̂k)wT
k ) = 0, (2.102)

E((xk − x̄k)wT
k ) = 0, (2.103)
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when we are using the optimal Kalman filter gain K.

An alternative derivation is as follows

E(∆x̂kε
T
k ) = E((∆x̄k −Kεk)εTk ) = 0. (2.104)

And from Eq. (2.104) we have

E((∆x̄k −Kεk)εTk ) = E(∆x̄k

εTk︷ ︸︸ ︷
(∆x̄TkD

T + wT
k )−KE(εkε

T
k )

= X̄DT −KE(εkε
T
k ) = 0, (2.105)

since E(∆x̄kw
T
k ) = 0.

We then get from (2.100) (or equivalently (2.105) ) that the optimal Kalman filter
gain matrix in the filter is given by

K = X̄DT (DX̄DT +W )−1, (2.106)

where we have used that

E(εkε
T
k ) = DX̄DT +W. (2.107)

Let us now compare (2.106) with the expression for K̃ = AK for the Kalman
filter gain in the predictor given by Equation (2.75). As we see, the equations are
consistent and the same when R12 = 0. However, (2.106) will be valid even when
the process noise and the measurements noise are correlated, but we then have to
take X̄ given by (2.82).

Equation for computing X̂

The updating equation (2.87) can be expressed as follows

x̂k = x̄k +K(yk − ȳk) = (I −KD)x̄k +KDxk +Kwk. (2.108)

We can then write the estimator error xk − x̂k as follows

xk − x̂k = xk − ((I −KD)x̄k +KDxk +Kwk)

= (I −KD)(xk − x̄k) +Kwk. (2.109)

This gives

X̂k = (I −KD)X̄k(I −KD)T +KWKT . (2.110)

Equation for updating X̄k

We have earlier deduced the Riccati equation for computing X̄k in connection with
the Kalman filter on prediction and innovations form. Se Equations (2.80)-(2.82).
By substituting the expression for X̂k given by (2.90) into Equation (2.91) gives
Equation (2.80). This proves Equation (2.91).
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Notice that a simple derivation (when R12 = 0) is as follows. We have

X̄k+1 = E(∆x̄k+1∆x̄Tk+1), (2.111)

Using that

∆x̄k+1 = xk+1 − x̄k+1 = Axk + vk −Ax̂k = A∆x̂k + vk, (2.112)

where we have used that x̄k+1 = Ax̂ when R12 = 0 in (2.88). Hence we find from
(2.112) that

X̄k+1 = AX̂kA
T + V. (2.113)

since E(∆x̂vTk ) = 0.

2.6.4 Summary

It is important to note that for discrete time systems, we have two formulations
of the Kalman filter, one Kalman filter on innovations or prediction form, and one
Kalman filter on apriori-aposteriori form for filtering or optimal state estimation.
The Kalman filter gain in the innovations form is denoted K̃ and the Kalman filter
gain in the filter is denoted K.

The relationship is given by K̃ = AK when the process noise vk and the measure-
ments noise wk are uncorrelated, i.e. when R12 = 0. When the process noise and the
measurements noise are correlated then the Kalman filter gain in the innovations
form (the predictor) is given by

K̃k = (AX̄kD
T +R12)(DX̄kD

T +W )−1,

and the gain in the filter used to compute the aposteriori state estimate is given by

Kk = X̄kD
T (DX̄kD

T +W )−1.

As we see, the relationship is particularly simple and given by K̃k = AKk when the
noise are uncorrelated, i.e. when R12 = 0.
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Chapter 3

The Kalman filter algorithm for
discrete time systems

3.1 Contunuous time state space model

A continuous time nonlinear state space model can usually be written as

ẋ = f(x, u, v) (3.1)

y = g(x, u) + w (3.2)

where x is the state vector, u is the vector of known deterministic inputs, v is a
process noise vector, w is a zero mean measurements noise vector, and y is a vector
of measurements (observations).

This model is both driven by known deterministic inputs (u) and usually unknown
process and measurements disturbances, (v and w).

3.2 Discrete time state space model

We will in this section formulate a discrete process model which can be used to
design an Extended and possibly Augmented Kalman filter.

A discrete time model, which can be a discrete version of the continuous model, can
usually be written as follows.

xt+1 = ft(xt, ut, vt) + dxt (3.3)

yt = gt(xt, ut) + wt (3.4)

where wt is zero mean discrete measurements noise, dxt is a zero mean process noise
vector which also can represent unmodeled effects or uncertainity. The effect of
adding the noise vector dxt to the right hand side of the process noise is that it
usually gives more tuning parameters in the process noise covariance matrix, which
can result in a Kalman filter gain matrix with better properties of estimating the
states.
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We will next write this model on a form which is more convenient for nonlinear
filtering (Extended Kalman filter, Jazwinski (1970)). The problem is the case when
the process model function ft(·) is a non-linear function of the pocess noise vector
vt. Assume that the statistical properties of vt is known. In general, the statistical
properties of the non linear function ft(vt) is unknown. The idea is to augment a
model for vt with the process model such that the augmented model is linear in the
process noise.

Assume the case when the process noise have known mean (or trend) v̄t and that
the noise can be modeled as

vt = v̄t + dvt (3.5)

where dvt is a zero mean white noise vector. The known mean process noise vector
or trend v̄t can be augmented into the vector of known deterministic inputs (ut).
The resulting model is then driven by both deterministic inputs (ut and v̄t) and zero
mean white process and measurements noise (dvt and wt). ft(·) can in some cases
be assumed to be a linear function of the white process noise vector (dvt).

Assume next the better case when the process noise vt can be modeled as a random
walk (or drift), i.e.

vt+1 = vt + dvt (3.6)

The vector vt can be augmented into the state vector xt. The resulting augmented
model is linear in the process noise (dvt).

The process model to be used in the filter is assumed to be of the following form,
(i.e. linear in the process noise vector)

xt+1 = ft(xt, ut) + Ωtvt (3.7)

yt = gt(xt, ut) + wt (3.8)

which is linear in terms of the unknown process and measurement white noise pro-
cesses vt and wt, respectively. The input vector ut is a collection of all (deterministic)
known variables, including possibly measured process noise variables and manipu-
lable process input variables. The system vector xt can be an augmented vector of
system states, possibly states in a process noise model and states in a parameter
model, e.g. random walk (or drift) models.

Furthermore, the following statistical properties are assumed

E(vt) = 0 and E(vtv
T
j ) = V δtj

E(wt) = 0 and E(wtw
T
j ) = Wδtj

where δtj =

{
1 if j = t
0 if j 6= t

(3.9)

The linearized discrete time state space model is defined as

dxt+1 = Φtdxt + ∆tdut + Ωtdvt (3.10)

dyt = Dtdxt + Edut + wt (3.11)

where dxt, dut, dvt and dyt are deviations around some vectors of variables.
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3.3 The Kalman filter algorithm

The algorithm presented is a formulation of the Extended and possibly Augmented
Kalman filter. The algorithm is formulated, step for step, such that it can be directly
implemented in a computer.

Algorithm 3.3.1 (Extended Kalman filter algorithm)
Step 0. Initial values.
Specify the apriori state vector, x̄t, and the apriori state covariance matrix, X̄t. (x̄t
and X̄t are usually given from the previous sample of this algorithm. Note that t is
discrete time.)

Step 1. Measurements model uppdate.

ȳt = gt(x̄t, ut) (3.12)

Step 2. The Kalman filter gain matrix.
Linearized measurements model matrix

Dt = ∂gt(xt,ut)
∂xt

∣∣∣
x̄t,ut

(3.13)

Kalman filter gain matrix.

Kt = X̄tD
T
t (DtX̄tD

T
t +W )−1 (3.14)

Step 3. Aposteriori state estimate.

x̂t = x̄t +Kt(yt − ȳt) (3.15)

Step 4. Apriori state uppdate.

x̄t+1 = ft(x̂t, ut) (3.16)

Define the state transition and the disturbance input matrices.

Φt = ∂ft(xt,ut)+Ωtvt
∂xt

∣∣∣
x̂t,ut

(3.17)

Ωt = ∂ft(xt,ut)+Ωtvt
∂v

∣∣∣
x̂t,ut

(3.18)

Step 5. State covariance matrices.
Aposteriori state covariance matrix.

X̂t = (I −KtDt)X̄t(I −KtDt)
T +KtWKT

t (3.19)

Apriori state covariance matrix uppdate.

X̄t+1 = ΦtX̂tΦ
T
t + ΩtV ΩT

t (3.20)

4
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Note that the matrix equation for the aposteriori state covariance matrix, Equation
(3.19), is called the stabilized implementation, because it have better numerical
properties than the other frequently used equations for X̂, e.g.

X̂t = X̄t − X̄tD
T
t (DtX̄tD

T
t +W )−1DtX̄t (3.21)

X̂t = (I −KtDt)X̄t (3.22)

The Algorithm 3.3.1 is all that is needed for the design of an Kalman filter appli-
cation. Se also the next sections for pure details about implementation. However,
for extreme accuracy of the computational results the (square root) algorithm by
Bierman (1974) should be implemented

3.3.1 Example: parameter estimation

Assume the linear (measurement) equation

yt = Etut + wt (3.23)

where yt ∈ <m and ut ∈ <r are known. The error wt ∈ <m is assumed to be a
zero mean white noise process. Et ∈ <m×r is a matrix of unknown parameters. The
problem adressed in this section is to estimate the (gain) matrix Et.

We will first write the model into a more convenient form for parameter estimation.
We have 

y1

y2
...
ym


t

=


eT1
eT2
...
eTm


t

ut =


uT e1

uT e2
...
uT em


t

=


uTt 0 · · · 0

0 uTt
. . .

...
...

...
. . . 0

0 0 · · · uTt



e1

e2
...
em


t

(3.24)

which can be written as

yt = ϕT
t θt (3.25)

where yt ∈ <m is a vector of observations, ϕT
t ∈ <m×r·m is a matrix of (regression)

known variables and θt ∈ <r·m is a vector of unknown parameters.

Hence, the parameter vector θt is formed from the rows in the matrix E and the
matrix ϕT

t is a matrix with the known (input) vector uTt on the “diagonal”. Note
that in the Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) case, we simply have ϕT

t = uTt
and θt = ET .

Assume that the parameter vector θt is slowly varying. A reasonable model is then
a so called random walk (or drift), i.e.

θt+1 = θt + vt (3.26)

where vt is a zero mean white noise process.

Problem

Use the Kalman filter Alorithm 3.3.1 to write an algorithm for parameter estimation
based on the models given by Equations (3.25) and (3.26). Express the parameter
estimates in terms of the apriori parameter estimate vector, i.e. θ̄t.
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3.4 Implementation

The Kalman filter matrix equations that are computed at each sample (if required)
is given by,

1. Stabilized Kalman measurement uppdate equations.

K = XDT (DXDT +W )−1 (3.27)

X̂ = (I −KD)X(I −KD)T +KWKT (3.28)

2. Time uppdate apriori covariance matrix equation.

X = ΦX̂ΦT + V (3.29)

where for simplicity X := X̄.

We will in what follows count the number of multiplications which is required for
one sample of the actual implementation and then suggest efficient implementations
of the algorithm where the number of multiplications is considerably reduced.

The stabilized Kalman measurement uppdate Equation (3.28) is implemented in the
following steps. The resulting matrix dimension and the number of multiplications
required is identified to the right of each equations.

Algorithm 3.4.1 (”Bulk” implementation)

WORK1 = I −KD (n× n) n2m

WORK2 = X WORK1T (n× n) n3

WORK3 = WORK1 WORK2 (n× n) n3

X = WORK3 +KWKT (n× n) 2n2m
Total 2n3 + 3n2m

(3.30)

4

The total number of multiplications for Equation (3.28) is then given by

2n3 + 3n2m (= 400 for n = 5 and m = 2) (3.31)

The term KWKT can be implemented more effectively as follows

WORK1 = KW (n×m) nm
WORK2 = WORK1 KT (n× n) n2m

(3.32)

The total number of multiplications is in this case given by

2n3 + 2n2m+ nm (= 360 for n = 5 and m = 2) (3.33)

Multiplications can be saved if the symmetry of the matrix terms (I −KD)X(I −
KD)T and KWKT are utilized. Only the lower or upper part of the latter terms
needs to be computed.
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Algorithm 3.4.2 (Computations of symmetrical parts only)

WORK1 = I −KD (n× n) n2m

WORK2 = X WORK1T (n× n) n3

WORK3 = WORK1 WORK2 (n× n) nn(n+1)
2

WORK1 = K W (n×m) nm

X = WORK3 +WORK1 KT (n× n) mn(n+1)
2

Total 3
2n

3 + 3
2n

2m+ 1
2n

2 + 3
2nm

(3.34)

4

The total number of multiplications is in this case given by

3

2
n3 +

3

2
n2m+

1

2
n2 +

3

2
nm (= 290 for n = 5 and m = 2) (3.35)

In general, the most efficient implementation of Equation (3.28) with respect to the
number of multiplications is probably as follows. However, both algorithms (3.4.1)
and (3.4.2) are probably better conditioned with respect to positive definiteness of
the computed covariance matrix.

Algorithm 3.4.3 (Biermans implementation)

WORK1 = XDT (n×m) n2m

X = X −K WORK1T (n× n) n2m
WORK2 = KW (n×m) nm
WORK1 = XDT −WORK2 (n×m) n2m

X = X −WORK1 KT (n× n) n2m mn(n+1)
2

Total (4n2 + n)m (5
2n

2 + 3
2n)m

(3.36)

4

Note that the matrix product XDT used initially in Algorithm 3.4.3 is available from
the computation of the gain matrix K. Therefore the total number of multiplications
by Algorithm 3.4.3 can be reduced by n2m for comparison with Algorithms 3.4.1
and 3.4.2. The total number of multiplications required to form the a posteriori
state covariance matrix X̂ is illustrated in the following table.

Table 1: Comparison of number of multiplications for m = 2

Algorithm Total N = 3 N = 5 Remarks

4.1 2n3 + 3n2m 108 400

4.2 3
2n

3 + 3
2n

2m+ 1
2n

2 + 3
2nm 81 290

4.3 (3n2 + n)m 64 160

4.3 Symmetrized (5
2n

2 + 3
2n)m 54 140

(3.37)

The a priori state covariance uppdate matrix Equation (3.29) can be directly imple-

mented with 2n3 multiplications or with n3 +nn(n+1)
2 = 3

2n
3 + 1

2n
2 if the symmetry

of the resulting product ΦX̂ΦT is utilized.
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Note that the structure of the Φ matrix should be utilized if it is sparse. For the
N = 5 and M = 2 example given in this note, only 36 multiplications are needed to
form X̄ compared to 250 (or 200 if symmetry is utilized) in the general case.

Skogn implementation: 72 + 400 + 250 = 722.

Symetrical implementation: 67 + 290 + 200 = 557.

Symetrical and structure: 67 + 290 + 36 = 393.

4.3 symmetrized and structure: 67 + 140 + 36 = 243.
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